THE DEFENCE OF THE EMPIRE
of our future are we; only we, exclusively we, and
nobody else.
'Signor Mussolini speaks thus because it is not polic-
ing but possession which he wants: "Expansion",
"Empire", sources of raw material, space for the ex-
panding Italian population — all of which, to give him
his due, he has quite frankly avowed. He wants, he or
his spokesmen have told us so often, to be free to do in
the twentieth what Britain did in the seventeenth or
eighteenth century: build up a great Empire. He con-
ceives the League as the real enemy of that project;
which, let us hope, it is. For if political methods are
never to change, if what one country did in the seven-
teenth century is to be taken as justifying similar con-
duct by another country in the twentieth, then let us
give up all idea of improvement of any kind, of a
League, of a new order, of peace.
'If the League states now refuse to be parties to Italian
aggression and stand by the principle of third-party
judgment (indispensable to any system of policing), it
will amount, says Mr. Shaw, to "stabbing Italy in the
back".
'Just what behaviour is the phrase supposed to
describe? A nation decides to do something which
over its own signature it has recognised as criminal. It
comes to its neighbours, and asks them to supply the
tools necessary for this act, instruments without which
the criminal purpose cannot be carried out. For neigh-
bours to agree to make the crime possible by supplying
the indispensable tools, makes them, of course, acces-
sories to it, parties in it. Have they the right to refuse
to participate in, to promote, what they regard as an
offence which strikes at the very foundation of law and
order, of security, including their own security ? The
offender, addressing fifty-two states (some of them
heavily armed), says:
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